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Abstract. Dr Péter Krisztíán Zachar, well-known for his academic research on advocacy and chamber organisations, recently published a book titled “Transition, Participation and Self-Governance - The Institutional Changes of Hungarian Chambers”. This book mainly highlights a comprehensive outlook of the necessary changes around the Hungarian Chamber System, including a clear picture of the past, the overall development, the current activities, and related concerns. Adding to that, it is also acknowledged to provide various critical insights based on decision-making and social policy of the specific country. A collection of knowledge about operational mechanisms and the concept of a democratic political system is also exposed by the book. Other than that, it also demonstrates embracing the pros and cons related to the given subject mentioned in the article, while sharing the after experience of reading them.

This book can be significant for future academics by giving them basic cognitive ideas about active transition and participation in the chamber. It also helps practitioners boost their self-governance skills by highlighting the exercise of authority over oneself at the individual or national level. Moreover, many readers or academics will benefit from this book as it helps engage proficiently with the Chambers.
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on an individual country. Adding to that, this book mainly focuses on giving a comprehensive outlook based on past experiences during the rapid transition with the involvement of human exchange as an incentive (Zachar, 2023). It also demonstrates the facts related to institutional changes in understanding the historical evolution and embodying the role of severe aspects such as political, economic, and social elements in structuring an organizational framework. This book also summarizes the overall development, the recent structure, and the recent activities with various concerns within the Hungarian Chamber System. This book is available in print as well as e-book format.

Several books were published before releasing the book, especially in this genre. However, the significance and exceptionality of this particular book mainly relied on describing the surrounding insight based on continuous transition and participation within institutions in a firm and light accent. Moreover, Péter Krisztián Zachar prevails in giving a positive aspect by discussing the involvement of stakeholders in public affairs for analyzing external factors such as legislation. Based on highlighting the substantial role of regional or local government by participating in the chambers for meeting the needs of social groups, this book gives a clear indication of the superiority of the self-governance system in Hungary (Zachar, 2023). It evaluates the various case studies based on different transformations by including a massive number of dynamics and turbulence. According to this book, systematic changes are taking over place in the Hungarian chambers and how stakeholders and internal provocation do not drive it by creating external pressures. Institutional changes mainly describe the transformations of organizations conferred as rules, regulations, and expectations that are critical in governing human conversation and showcase a track of development in society (Haneltet al. 2021). It also covers the part of intuition about the reforms in the political zone of every past period of Hungary.

The writer of this book highlights a factor by elaborating on the evolution theory to understand the fundamental changes and modifications in institutions, which is one of the critical assets. This factor explains the existence of several institutions while considering the collective activity to save the expense of transactions in order to operate a successful and modern chamber. Adding to that, it summarizes the institutional changes based on their performance which works fundamentally, providing a significant recognition of historical funding norms and differences. The role of institutional change is marked as a pivotal sign from the perspective of Hungarian Chambers as it helps prescribe and proscribe the relational connectivity between governance and management that legitimates entire reforms (Micelotta et al. 2021). Additionally, this book normalizes that various vital factors influence the enormous
changes in the institution, including normative principles, for instance, affordability and sustainability. The significance of approaching a self-governance system to maintain continuity in the institutional changes is drawn from a crucial angle in terms of political aspects, and the Hungarian chambers found out the deep meaning of this.

Moreover, attempting to establish a self-governance process became highly emergent as it observed external challenges and supporters from the political zone responsible for pushing random change in strategic scenarios. The detailed structure and role of the chambers in organizational reforms in general were also discovered. While discussing such activities, it is crucial to evaluate the existence of self-governance, as it assesses a group responsible for making a better sense in opposition in the context of the supreme government body or state administration. Chambers operate as an inertial system in the other form of self-governance (Sack, 2021). Autonomy is an active form of self-governance that indicates the capability of any individual to showcase the importance of receiving funds in finding independence in self-financing. On the other hand, autonomy on the political side reflects an independent state of mind.

The presence of chambers is stated as a pivotal component in this book that takes part in the historical development at a local and regional level and helped integrate the expansion of national, continental giant organizations by balancing the bilateral relationship between other countries. Legal Advocacy is marked as an effective way to systematically provoke institutional and social change (Törnberg, 2021). It is also responsible for separating the entire chambers into two broad categories such as economical chambers and chambers of professional services. The economic section of the Hungarian chamber mainly consists of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the Chamber of Craftsman, and the Chamber of Professional Service, built up with a few primary intellectuals. Another chapter of this book focuses on describing the continuous development of the European Continental Chambers. This segment gives a clear indication by understanding the role of chambers in institutional changes, as they cannot be considered self-governing bodies with relative autonomy.

According to the second chapter of this book, the professor principally refers to the activities of economic development of the chamber in measuring the objective point by discussing the economic chamber and chamber of liberal profession separately. The next chapter on that topic targets the financial obstacles within the Hungarian Chamber during the 19th Century by finding the morale of legal advocacy. The writer tries to replicate the concern of huge economic barriers to eliminate several policies that are responsible for creating hazards within the economic transition (Grafström and Aasma, 2021). Apart from this chapter, Zachar
apprehends that the chamber continues to operate in the usual approach, and the edge of the autonomy was made clear in the time of huge transition in the history of Hungary. Giving precise information for a basic understanding of the golden age of the financial chamber during the time of dual state in Hungary makes this book more informative.

The only considerable changes during this golden era happened by establishing a chamber center with national jurisdiction, which is another noticeable asset that is highlighted by Zachar. Continuing this line, in Chapter 4, “The Chambers contributed significantly to the rapid economic development after the compromise through their economic organization and development activities”; Zachar also states that the Chambers still have a role at present in the institutional change (Zachar 2023:54). This section summarizes that fact that chambers are operated only as a professional structure and its autonomy is not intended to extend beyond internal organizations (Baddeley, 2020). Regarding this, the certain conventions that the writer follows can also play an important role in greater reform and enhancing the professional service of chambers. The author, however, provides a detailed description of the structure related to organizational changes that impact the chambers in the past decade.

Chapter 5 of this book is mainly concentrated on the concept of autonomy and the development of the chambers of commerce and industry for its ability to cooperate with the Hungarian government under many obstacles. This specific segment demonstrates the contribution of traders and industrialists within the chamber to determine the financial situation at the time of participation while changes occurred in institutions (Zellenberg, 2021). Reciprocating the entire overview of this specific chapter showcases the transparency in conceptualizing the centralized approach of economic chambers. Apart from realizing how the chambers were influenced by significant autonomy and the legal advocacy in the institutions, it is also rectified through a broader analysis. It is also worth mentioning that the Chamber of Commerce and Industry anticipated to promote the trade industry that is marked as a prominent part of this entire book based on transition and self-governance.

Zachar treats the subject of institutional changes by subjoining severe points of view and showcases them in an orderly basis that the Chambers play a dominating character in the development of the economy by maintaining international relationships. Not only do you diligently choose the right elements for expressing the intensity of the topic, but it is also mandatory to use correct and authentic resourceful information that is already provided in this book. Boosting the participation of foreign traders within institutions due to the record contribution of honorary representatives indicates a breakthrough dimension that Zachar elaborates in his book (Maclean et al. 2022). Other than that, it illustrates the activeness of
chambers in the changes in the agriculture sector of Hungary, intending to achieve a rigid, booming land-owning peasantry through an effective countering process. Providing such a level of accuracy plays an intimidating part in framing an idea of participation in the institution.

Chapter 6, “Economic and Professional Chambers in the state socialist system”, anticipates the autonomous function of the chambers in measuring its re-establishment along with consequences and potentials. While demonstrating this chapter, Zachar initially thrives on the part of the defunct bourgeois system, one of the highlighted parts of this segment that displays a persistent performance in structuring a socialist system for privately abolishing the practice process (Nieto, 2022). Other than that, this book also provides a direction for the complete restoration of autonomy during organizational reforms. The author explains some political and social contexts during the regime of changes in institutions so it can be easily related to the fact of improvising the financial sphere. Certainly, Zachar also mentions grabbing the opportunity to regulate again and again in balancing the bonding between the political and the professional to welcome critical benefits to both.

Therefore, this chapter has a greater utility as it draws significant attention, which is not supposed to be helpful, but at the same time, it helps to give resourceful insights. The final chapter of this book commits to the activities that are run by financial and professional chambers during the period of institutional changes. In this sense, it can be easily objectified that the overall chamber system in Hungary regularly dominates, which is looks back to its long historical tradition. Zachar also dispels the rapid transition, active participation, and extensive self-governance from the perspective of organizations which shows its vulnerability in terms of accelerating the cluster of changes (Wanner, 2022). Adhering to the key parts related to the development of the legal expansion of the chamber system helps in meeting the surface area of the given subject. It clearly showcases that undertaking the penetrating role for the purpose of proposing a compact self-governance system that fulfilled the organizational requirement.

The book may be viewed as an informative work, showcasing the basic root of details related to the chambers, is highly recommended for those who are interested in this genre as it works as a tremendously useful reference.
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